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ABSTRACT
After discussing the various issues regarding and requirements on pure
quantum gravitational observables in homogeneous-isotropic conditions, we
construct a composite operator observable satisfying most of them. We also
expand it to first order in the loop counting parameter and suggest it as
a physical quantifier of gravitational back-reaction in an initially inflating
cosmology.
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1 Introduction
Because the quantum gravitational back-reaction on inflation is contentious
it is worth reviewing the mechanism of back-reaction in general terms:
• The Uncertainty Principle requires every degree of freedom of every dy-
namical variable to experience a minimal level of excitation known as its
0-point motion;
• 0-point motions are affected by background force fields; and
• 0-point motions contribute to the currents and stress-energies which source
background force fields.
The classic example is establishing a uniform electric field, which leads to the
production of charged particle pairs [1]. The resulting currents inevitably
change the electric field that caused them [2, 3, 4].
That said, there are two controversial issues regarding the extent to which
quantum fluctuations can really change macroscopic force fields:
• Distinguishing physical sources from gauge artifacts; and
• Distinguishing changes in background force fields from changes in the dis-
tribution of quantum fluctuations.
While the reality of back-reaction in quantum electrodynamics is established,
this is not the case about analogous back-reaction potential effects to parti-
cle production in an expanding universe [5, 6, 7, 8]. Undoubtedly, quantum
gravity provides fertile soil for such concerns because it has so far defied an
accepted consistent perturbative formulation [9], because it possesses no lo-
cal gauge invariant observables [10], and because even the simplest tree order
amplitudes are difficult to compute [11]. On the other hand, it is counter-
productive to generically criticize any result, for instance, as either a gauge
artifact or an inappropriate choice of vacuum [12].
That is not to deny the validity of concerns about the reality of quan-
tum gravitational back-reaction. As an example, consider the assertion that
infrared effects in scalar-driven inflation induce a secular slowing of the ex-
pansion rate at 1-loop order [13]. Unruh quickly raised the issue of the gauge
independence of the effect [14]. The secular slowing was found in other simple
gauges as well [15]. However, all secular 1-loop effects disappeared when a
fully invariant technique was employed for fixing the surface of simultaneity
based on the state of the inflaton field [16, 17]. Subsequent work on the same
problem has demonstrated that different results can emerge when other fields
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are employed as the clock variable [18, 19, 20, 21, 22].
The standard local definition of the expansion rate H [23]: 1
H(t,x) = 1
3
Dµuµ(t,x) , (1)
is in terms of the covariant derivative Dµ of a timelike 4-velocity field uµ:
gµν(x) uµ(x) uν(x) = −1 . (2)
From the integral curves of the 4-velocity field we can determine whether
the universe expands or contracts by showing whether these integral curves
further diverge or converge, respectively. However, much depends upon the
choice of the 4-velocity field. For example, even in classical de Sitter, with
no quantum effects at all, it is possible to get the local expansion rate to be
positive or negative by choosing uµ to be the gradient of the time variable
on either open or (early) closed coordinates, respectively [24]!
A standard choice for the 4-velocity in scalar-driven inflation is to use the
scalar inflaton field φ to construct the 4-velocity uµ [17]:
uµ ≡ −
∂µφ√
−gαβ ∂αφ ∂βφ
. (3)
This 4-velocity field is not in general timelike. However, there is no problem
in perturbation theory and while φ is rolling down its potential, provided that
the change in its classical value per time interval is larger than its quantum
fluctuation in the same time interval. Moreover, by expanding about the
classical inflaton φ¯(t) in a background FRW geometry:
φ(t,x) = φ¯(t) + δφ(t,x) , (4)
we can fix the time t by requiring [17]:
δφ(t,x) = 0 . (5)
Then, the 4-velocity field (3) just described corresponds to the field of ob-
servers co-moving with the inflaton.
1Hellenic indices take on spacetime values while Latin indices take on space values.
Our metric tensor gµν has spacelike signature.
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Our concern in this paper is not scalar-driven inflation but rather the
back-reaction that would occur in pure quantum gravity if the universe was
released in a prepared state that is initially locally de Sitter with Hubble
parameter HI [25]. In this case there is no scalar inflaton to furnish a clock
but we shall see that it is possible to construct a number of non-local scalar
functionals of the metric which measure the elapsed time from the initial
value surface. Any of these can be used to define a timelike 4-velocity field
uµ and to fix the surface of simultaneity, exactly as is done in scalar-driven
inflation. Fixing the space point invariantly is no more possible for us than
it is in scalar-driven inflation [26], but this is not considered problematic for
scalar-driven inflation and it should be alright for pure gravity provided the
initial state is homogeneous and isotropic. 2
2 A Gravitational Geometrical Observable
In the case of pure gravity there is no matter field present – like the inflaton
– to be used as a time clock. The physical conditions we shall investigate as-
sume – at some initial time tI – a prepared initial homogeneous and isotropic
state and an inflating universe approximated by the de Sitter geometry. 3
The invariant volume of the past light cone V is a geometrical object that
can be used by an observer as his time clock. At the observation point x it
equals [27]:
V[g](x) ≡
∫
dDx′
√
−g(x′) θ(−ℓ2(x; x′)) , (6)
where to find the length ℓ2(x; x′) we construct the geodesic χµ from x′ to x:
χ¨µ(τ) + Γµρσ[χ(τ)] χ˙
ρ(τ) χ˙σ(τ) = 0 , (7)
χµ(0) = x′µ , χµ(1) = xµ , (8)
2Ultimately, it is the cosmological principle which precludes the existence of any special
space point on which to define an observable. It is only when non-homogeneous and
isotropic sources are present that we can use their location as space points on which
to observe. However, the presence of an initial spacelike surface allows us to fix time
physically and not by enforcing a gauge condition. In one sentence: time can be invariantly
determined but space cannot.
3Hereafter, we shall work inD spacetime dimensions to eventually facilitate dimensional
regularization. In open coordinates, otherwise known as the cosmological patch, our de
Sitter line element is: ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t) dx · dx = −dt2 + exp(2HIt) dx · dx , where HI
is the (constant) Hubble parameter.
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and then use it to obtain the desired length:
ℓ2(x; x′) = gµν(x) χ˙
µ(1) χ˙ν(1) . (9)
Since the volume of the past light cone is a monotonically increasing function
of time, it can serve as a geometrically meaningful time clock from which to
construct the timelike D-velocity field thusly:
vµ[g](x) ≡ − ∂µV[g](x)√−gαβ ∂αV[g](x) ∂βV[g](x) . (10)
We can invariantly fix the observation time by specifying the surfaces of
simultaneity:
V[g]
(
T [g](x),x
)
= V¯(t) , (11)
where V¯(t) is the volume of the past light cone in de Sitter spacetime. This
requirement determines the functional T [g](x) or, equivalently, the observa-
tion time.
The expansion variable is given by (1):
H[g](x) = 1
D − 1 D
µvµ[g](x) =
1
D − 1
1√−g ∂µ
(√−g gµνvν) , (12)
and its time can be invariantly fixed by inheriting (25) to form:
H[g](x) = H[g]
(
T [g](x),x
)
. (13)
The expansion variable H does not have its space position invariantly fixed;
indeed this is impossible in pure gravity on homogeneous and isotropic back-
grounds. A completely invariant observable can be generated by integrating
H over the spacetime manifold taking into account condition (11):∫
dDx
√
−g(x)×H(x)× δ
[
V[g]
(
T [g](x),x
)
− V¯(t)
]
. (14)
While the latter is fully invariant, it may not be the most appropriate object
to consider for our physical problem; the necessary presence of
√−g in (14)
with its lack of derivatives would make it the dominant contribution, sup-
pressing the physical results imprinted in H. It is therefore preferable to use
H – given by (13) – as our observable; in spite of not being fully invariant,
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it is a scalar at an invariantly fixed time. And as mentioned earlier, it is not
possible to invariantly fix space in a homogeneous and isotropic universe.
We wish to perturbatively calculate the expectation value of H in the
presence of a homogeneous and isotropic initial state, in an initially inflat-
ing universe with Hubble parameter HI . In such a setup it is desirable to
conformally re-scale the metric: 4
gµν = a
2 g˜µν = a
2
(
ηµν + κhµν
)
, (15)
since such a re-scaling preserves the sign of the length ℓ2(x; x′); null geodesics
remain the same while spacelike and timelike geodesics remain spacelike and
timelike respectively.
It is a cumbersome but straightforward exercise to expand the basic el-
ements comprising H in powers of the parameter κ starting from the basic
expansion (15) of the metric in terms of the de Sitter background and the
fluctuating graviton field hµν :
T [g](x) = η + κT1(η,x) + κ
2 T2(η,x) + . . . , (16)
V[g](x) = V¯(η) + κV1(η,x) + κ2 V2(η,x) + . . . , (17)
vµ[g](x) = −a
(
δ 0µ + κvµ 1(η,x) + κ
2 vµ 2(η,x) + . . .
)
, (18)
H[g](x) = HI + κH1(η,x) + κ2H2(η,x) + . . . . (19)
However, a detailed examination of the 1-loop contributions to the ex-
pectation value revealed the presence of undesirable divergences. These di-
vergences are not ultraviolet because they do not occur at coincident points.
They occur because the propagator between two points on the same light ray
diverges. It is unknown how to handle such infinities and therefore we shall
dispense with the use of this particular geometrically motivated observable
as an indicator of back-reaction.
3 A Gravitational Dynamical Observable
Perhaps a more generic – but also calculationally accessible – observable can
be constructed by considering a scalar functional Φ of the metric satisfying,
4The relation between co-moving t and conformal η times is: dt = a(t) dη. The de Sitter
scale factor in conformal coordinates is a(η) = −(HI η)−1. The fluctuating graviton field
is hµν(η,x) and its trace h(η,x). Differentiation(s) with respect to η shall be indicated
with prime(s).
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for all x, the dynamical equation:
Φ[g](x) = (D − 1)HI , (20)
=
1√−g ∂µ[
√−g gµν ∂νΦ] =
1
aD
√−g˜ ∂µ
[
aD−2
√
−g˜ g˜µν ∂νΦ
]
. (21)
In order to solve (20) for the scalar Φ, we must supply two conditions on the
initial value surface (IVS):
Φ(ηI ,x)
∣∣∣
IVS
= 0 , −gαβ(ηI ,x) ∂αΦ(ηI ,x) ∂βΦ(ηI ,x)
∣∣∣
IVS
= 1 . (22)
By the aforementioned procedure, the D-velocity field Vµ is:
5
Vµ[g](x) ≡ −
∂µΦ[g](x)√
−gαβ(x) ∂αΦ[g](x) ∂βΦ[g](x)
, (23)
and the expansion variable according to (1) is:
H[g](x) = 1
D − 1 D
µVµ[g](x) =
1
D − 1
1√−g ∂µ[
√−g gµν Vν ] . (24)
The surfaces of simultaneity are defined in a way analogous to (11):
Φ[g](ϑ[g](x),x) = Φ¯(η) , (25)
and they fix time in an invariant way. Our observable H – which physically
represents the expansion rate of spacetime – is given by :
H[g](x) ≡ H[g](ϑ[g](x),x) . (26)
Under general coordinate transformations, the variables just constructed
transform as follows:
H[g′](x) = H[g](x′ −1(x)) , H[g′](η,x) = H[g](η, x′−1(η,x)) . (27)
In order to perturbatively compute the expectation value of (26) we
should expand it in the parameter κ. The relevant expansions are given
5In general, the D-velocity field Vµ is not timelike. It is in perturbation theory and for
the class of cosmollgical spacetimes of interest.
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by (15, 16-19) with the understanding that we must effect the trivial replace-
ments of (T,V, v) with (ϑ,Φ, V ) respectively.
As a first step, it is the 1-loop result we shall be interested. Thus, we
need to find the expansion of H to order κ2. Starting from the expansion of
the scalar Φ:
Φ = Φ¯ + κΦ1 + κ
2Φ2 + . . . . (28)
and substituting it in (20-22) we arrive at the following equations to lowest
order in κ: 6
1
aD
∂µ
[
aD−2 ∂µΦ¯
]
= (D − 1)HI , Φ¯
∣∣∣
IVS
= 0 , (29)
and to first order in κ:
1
aD
∂µ
[
aD−2 ∂µΦ1
]
=
1
aD
{
∂µ
[
aD−2 hµν∂νΦ¯
]
− 1
2
aD−2 h,µ ∂
µΦ¯
}
, (30)
Φ1
∣∣∣
IVS
= 0 ,
1
a
Φ′1
∣∣∣
IVS
=
1
2
h00
∣∣∣
IVS
. (31)
The solution to (29) for the lowest order term is:
Φ¯(η) = − ln a
HI
=⇒ ∂µΦ¯ = −δ0µ a . (32)
The corresponding solution to (30-31) is more complicated:
Φ1(x) =
∫
dDx′ GA(x; x
′)
{
−∂′µ
[
a′D−1 hµ0(x
′)
]
+
1
2
a′D−1 h′(x′)
}
−
∫
η′=η0
dD−1x′ GA(x; x
′)
1
2
h00(x
′) , (33)
where the Green’s function GA satisfies:
7
aD ¯GA(x; x
′) = δD(x− x′) . (34)
There is no need to explicitly solve for the second order term Φ2. Although it
will appear in the O(κ2) terms of the expansion of (26), it will not contribute
when we take the expectation value of H.
6The equation of motion (20) implies:
(D − 1)HI = Φ = ¯ Φ− a−D ∂µ[aD−2 κhµρ g˜ρν ∂νΦ] + 2κa−2hρσ,µ g˜ρσ g˜µν ∂νΦ ,
where we have defined: ¯ ≡ a−D ∂µ[aD−2ηµν∂ν ] = a−2 [−∂20 − (D − 2)Ha∂0 +∇2].
7The analytic form of GA can be found in [28], equation (5).
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We must also ensure – to the requisite order in κ – that condition (25)
defining the surfaces of simultaneity is satisfied:
Φ¯(η) = Φ(η +∆η,x) (35)
= Φ¯(η +∆η) + κΦ1(η +∆η,x) + κ
2Φ2(η +∆η,x) + . . . . (36)
This is equivalent to perturbatively solving for the time component of a
spacetime point which undoes the change in the surfaces of simultaneity
under coordinate transformations. The result is straightforward to obtain
given that:
Φ¯(η +∆η) = Φ¯(η) + Φ¯′(η)∆η +
1
2
Φ¯′′(η)∆η2 + . . . . (37)
From (35-37) and (32) we conclude:
∆η = −κΦ1
Φ¯′
+ O(κ2) = −κ(D − 1)HI
a
Φ1 + O(κ2) . (38)
It is also straightforward – albeit much more tedious – to expand H (26)
to O(κ2). Perhaps we can summarize this undertaking as a 5-step procedure:
• We expand, using (28), the ratio:
H
HI
=
[
1 +
gµν ∂µΦ∂ν
(D − 1)HI
]
1√
−gαβ ∂αΦ ∂βΦ
. (39)
• In the resulting expansion we substitute the solution (32) for the lowest
order scalar Φ¯.
• We shift by the coordinate transformation (38) to obtain the observable
H:
H
HI
=
H
HI
+ κ
Φ1
a
H′
HI
+ O(κ3) . (40)
• Starting from the equation:[
1 +
1
(D − 1)HI a
∂0
](
Φ′i
a
)
=
1
(D − 1)HI
[
− ¯Φi +
∇2
a2
Φi
]
, (41)
(where i = 1, 2) we substitute in the expression which emerged from the
previous step the following relations:[
1 +
1
(D − 1)HI a
∂0
](
Φ′1
a
)
=
[
1 +
1
(D − 1)HI a
∂0
]
h00
8
+
1
(D − 1)HI
{ 1
2a
h′ − 1
a
h0i,i +
∇2
a2
Φ1
}
, (42)[
1 +
1
(D − 1)HI a
∂0
](
Φ′2
a
)
=
[
1 +
1
(D − 1)HI a
∂0
]{
h0µ ∂
µΦ1 − h0µ h µ0
}
+
1
(D − 1)HI
{ 1
2a2
h,µ ∂µΦ1 − 1
4
(hµν hµν)
′ − 1
2a
h,µ h0µ
+ ∂i
[
− 1
a2
h
µ
i ∂µΦ1 +
1
a
h
µ
i h0µ +
1
a2
∂iΦ2
] }
. (43)
• After the above operation we act all derivatives ∂′µ and then use the equa-
tions of motion (20) to substitute all second time derivatives of Φi with:
Φ′′i = −a2 ¯ Φi − (D − 2)HI aΦ′′i + ∇2Φi (i = 1, 2) . (44)
Execution of the above 5-step process and some algebraic manipulations
result in the final answer for the observable. We first present it in a suggestive
compact notation:
H
HI
= 1 + κ
H
HI
∣∣∣∣∣
1
+ κ2
{
H
HI
∣∣∣∣∣
2 hh
+
H
HI
∣∣∣∣∣
2 hΦ
+
H
HI
∣∣∣∣∣
2 ΦΦ
+
H
HI
∣∣∣∣∣
2 ∂
}
+ O(κ3) ,
(45)
and then identify each of the terms. The O(κ) contribution is:
H
HI
∣∣∣∣∣
1
=
1
2
h00 +
h′ii
2(D − 1)HI a
+∂i
[
− h0i
(D − 1)HI a
+
∂iΦ1
(D − 1)HI a2
]
, (46)
Its expectation value requires the addition of a single interaction vertex to
reach O(κ2). 8 There are four kinds of O(κ2) contributions:
H
HI
∣∣∣∣∣
2 hh
=
1
(D − 1)HI a
{
3
8
(D − 1)HI a h00 h00 − 1
2
(D − 1)HI a h0i h0i
−1
2
hij h
′
ij +
1
2
h00,i h0i +
1
4
h00 h
′
ii −
1
2
hjj,i h0i
}
, (47)
H
HI
∣∣∣∣∣
2 hΦ
=
1
(D − 1)HI a2
{
1
2
h00∇2Φ1 +
1
2
(D − 1)HI a h′00Φ1
+
1
2
[
h′′ii −HI a h′ii −∇2hii
]
Φ1 +
[
HI a h0i,i − h′0i,i
]
Φ1
}
, (48)
8These results are simple to extract from the graviton 1-point function [29].
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HHI
∣∣∣∣∣
2 ΦΦ
=
1
2a2
D + 1
D − 1 (∂iΦ1)(∂iΦ1) , (49)
H
HI
∣∣∣∣∣
2 ∂
=
1
(D − 1)HI a
∂i
{
hiµ h
µ
0 +
1
2
h00 h0i − 1
a
hiµ ∂
µΦ1 +
1
a
∂iΦ2
−h00 ∂iΦ1 +
1
2
hjj ∂iΦ1 − h0iΦ′1 + ∂i
[
Φ1(Φ
′
1 −HI aΦ1)
]}
(50)
The expectation values of these four operators involve only propagators – and
no interaction vertices – to reach O(κ2). Upon taking the expectation value
of H in the presence of a spatially invariant state, total spatial derivatines
will not contribute; for instance, all of (50) and the last term of (46).
4 Epilogue
An observable H has been constructed and expanded to O(κ2) for the pur-
pose of quantifying the quantum gravitational back-reaction to an initially
inflating universe by detecting changes to the expansion rate. Our observable
is a non-local composite operator with an invariantly determined time. To
compute its expectation value beyond 1-loop (κ2) order it would be necessary
also to include perturbative corrections to the initial state. These corrections
take the form of new interactions on the initial value surface [30]. However,
because the lowest order corrections for quantum gravity are O(κh3), they
cannot affect the expectation value of H at O(κ2).
However unphysical one might consider 1PI functions in a fixed gauge,
they have a powerful advantage over the more invariant composite operators
which are sometimes proposed to quantify back-reaction. This advantage is
that conventional renormalization suffices to make non-coincident 1PI func-
tions finite whereas composite operator renormalization is required for the
more complicated operators. When these composite operators are not even
local it is not understood how to carry out this renormalization.
Returning to our observable H, its non-locality comes from the scalar
Φ which is determined from (20) by inverting the diffferential operator .
There is, however, a way to make H local without altering physics in any
way. We have so far been working with the pure gravity Lagrangian Lg and
have introduced Φ via (20). Except for the initial conditions (22) which do
not affect the ultraviolet structure, we can introduce Φ on the Lagrangian
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level so that we obtain (20) as its equation of motion:
Lg =
1
16πG
(R− 2Λ)√−g −→ (51)
Lg+Φ = Lg − 1
2
∂µΦ ∂νΦ g
µν
√−g − (D − 1)HI Φ
√−g . (52)
The variable Φ – which was a non-local functional Φ[g](x) of the metric in the
theory (51), is now a local field Φ(x) in the theory (52). Thus, the D-velocity
field Vµ (23) and the quantities H, H (24, 26) automatically become local.
The renormalization properties of local composite operators are understood
[31, 32].
It remains to actually compute the expectation value of H; first to 1-loop
order [33] – where the renormalized correction should be zero – and then,
hopefully, to 2-loop order where the first signals of a secular back-reaction
are expected [7, 25].
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